post, organic matter, seed testing, soil and climatic adaptation of turf plants, the control of turf insects, diseases and weeds, renovation of poor turf, establishment of new turf, and care of grass lands used for recreation. The agronomy department has actively conducted research on this subject for more than ten years.

The large attendance at the course indicated the subject matter is presented in a fashion which is of real value to those actually engaged in turf management. Abstracts for each of the 25 lectures were provided. The interest in this subject has convinced the College of Agriculture to offer the short course again in 1937.

Tom Bendelow, Dean of Architects, Dies After Year's Illness

TOM BENDELOW, who in his time designed and supervised the construction of close to a thousand American golf courses, died March 24 after an illness of a year in River Forest, Ill. He was 67 years of age.

Bendelow was unquestionably one of the most influential factors in the development of golf in the United States. Born and educated in Scotland, he came to New York in 1894, worked for a newspaper for a time and then joined A. G. Spalding & Bro., specializing in the new and growing golf department of that concern. One of his early architectural jobs was to lay out the Van Cortlandt park course, first public links in the U. S.

In 1899 he toured the country with Vardon and Taylor, and ever a good promoter and talker, lost no opportunity to spread the gospel of golf.

In 1901 Bendelow was transferred to Chicago and between that time and 1915 laid out over 500 golf courses, among which are some of our most famous present day links. During the World War years that followed, there was little golf development in the U. S., but in 1920 the sport picked up momentum and Bendelow joined the American Park Builders as a partner and for the next ten years continued to act as architect and constructor of numerous layouts. The Depression years found him relatively idle, and his failing health prevented him from stepping back into the golf construction picture with the improved conditions of the past year or two.

PARGLOV
-a glad hand to pro profits

PARGLOV is the best looking golf glove you have ever stocked. It is made of a combination of soft lambskin and durable chamois. From the wrist-band to the tips of the stub fingers, this two-tone glove represents the finest workmanship, most practical design and greatest comfort we know how to build.

We've specialized in making fine golf gloves for five years and PARGLOV is our idea of the perfect product. It is available in four sizes for men and three for women.

Ask any of the leading golf jobbers to show you PARGLOV — also the other items in our line, including GLOVETTE, ALL-WEATHER (a full-hand all-chamois glove), and INDICATOR club-head covers. Or write direct to

The K. L. Burgett Co.
Succeeding the Harley O. Potter Co.
PEORIA, ILLINOIS